Introduction
A major movement in global health and development in the past 10 years has been the enthusiastic adoption by many of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) from the field of medicine to represent the most rigorous method to evaluate a program's causal impact [1] [2] [3] [4] . More recently, this movement has brought about a conceptual debate in global health and development about the proper role for RCTs in informing policy, with increasing efforts to ''mind the gap'' [5] between the evidence generated by RCTs (which focus on internal consistency) and the larger policy questions at the level of communities or populations (which require, among other things, generalizability) [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The field of medicine that developed the RCT also developed the concept of ''evidence-based'' medicine that aims to improve health policy decision making by encouraging policymakers to base their policies on the best available evidence. Large international policy-making bodies appear set on applying a similar concept to global health and health systems research [4, 11] . In order to be evidence-based, decisions about global health interventions must consider the available evidence in terms of its quantity, quality, and relevance. Rather than use implicit judgment or other ad hoc methods, in evidencebased medicine it is now advocated and common practice to use a formal framework for considering the evidence as part of a systematic review, the advantages of which include increased transparency and better decision-making. Formal frameworks for evaluating evidence about community-level public health interventions have been proposed and advocated for similar reasons [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These frameworks differ in the degree to which they weight the importance of data from RCTs as compared to data from other study designs, the magnitude of potential benefits and harms, the role of context and implementation, and other factors. At present, there are no commonly accepted guidelines within global public health for how to evaluate evidence, and there is scant evidence to guide policymakers when selecting a framework to use for assessing a body of evidence about a global health intervention. We sought to assess how summary conclusions about the evidence for interventions or programs currently in use or proposed for wide adoption could be influenced by the choice of framework. Consistent results across frameworks would increase policymakers' confidence in using and applying evidence frameworks, and may thereby help to narrow the gap between the questions asked by global health researchers and policymakers. Inconsistent results would call for a re-examination of current frameworks in terms of the domains they assess and the ways in which they are applied.
Identifying and Applying Evidence Frameworks to Support Policy Decision Making
We define a global health evidence framework as one which uses multiple domains to arrive at a summary judgment of the evidence for community or population health interventions or programs, which could be applied to the kinds of interventions or programs that are commonly being considered in low-and middle-income countries. This includes frameworks explicitly developed for global health interventions, frameworks that were presented with a global health intervention as an illustrative example of its application, and general community or population health frameworks that could be applied to global health interventions. Details of our search methodology are summarized
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in Box S1, from which we identified six frameworks [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Table 1 lists some key characteristics of each framework. Although our search methods were extensive, it is possible there are additional frameworks that we did not identify. However, the frameworks we did identify are a sufficient sample to explore the issue of whether potential policy recommendations derived from use of a framework could be sensitive to the choice of framework. All six frameworks indicated that their goal was ''grading'' (or ''evaluating'') ''evidence'' on ''interventions.' ' We next identified a diverse set of global health interventions as potential candidates with which to apply these existing frameworks by considering the major causes of morbidity and mortality in developing countries or the major diseases of focus among international global health financing bodies. We developed a draft set of key dimensions for classifying global health interventions in order to map out these potential exemplars to select a diverse set of interventions along these dimensions (e.g., population affected, whether the intervention addresses a communicable or noncommunicable disease, etc.). We were advised on this project by a multidisciplinary panel of experts (listed in Acknowledgments) composed of global health experts in academia, donor agencies, policymakers, and practitioners who provided input on the dimensions and on their preferred exemplars. From this exercise, we selected three interventions as exemplars for assessing the frameworks that represented a diversity of interventions: household water chlorination, prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV (PMTCT), and lay or community health workers to reduce childhood morbidity and mortality. Table S1 demonstrates the diversity of these exemplars across our identified dimensions, and Box S2 presents the full list of potential exemplars from which these three were chosen.
For each of the three chosen global health exemplar interventions we located published systematic reviews of their effectiveness by conducting a Medline search. For each of these reviews, we retrieved the original research studies cited and used both the original studies and the systematic reviews as sources of evidence when applying the frameworks. As is customary and recommended in most evidence-based medicine processes, we used two members of the research team to independently apply the six frameworks to this evidence base for each of the three exemplar interventions. Disagreements were settled by a group consensus process. The results of the applications were compared both quantitatively (i.e., in how many cases was there congruence among frameworks) and qualitatively. Table S2 summarizes the evidence base for the three chosen global health exemplars, their primary outcomes of interest, and their associated systematic reviews and original research studies. Table 2 summarizes our findings from the application of the six evidence frameworks to the three global health exemplars. We focus our attention on a comparison of the summary conclusions for each outcome/exemplar using the different frameworks. More details for how we assigned grades to a particular outcome are available in an Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality report [18] .
Different Evidence Frameworks May Support Different Policy Decisions
For studies of household water chlorination, we consider the primary clinical outcome of (self-reported) diarrheal incidence over measured water quality due to its clinical importance. The evidence frameworks generally conclude that the evidence for diarrheal outcomes is weak or moderate. Only the U.S. Community Preventive Services Task Force (USCPSTF) framework assigns household water chlorination its highest grade (''strong''). All of the remaining frameworks assign the evidence grades that are lower than their highest possible rating, with the evidence classifications ranging from the highest categorization of ''strong'' by the USCPSTF framework, to the next-to-lowest grade of ''Csatisfactory'' within the Australian NHMRC framework.
For PMTCT studies, all of the frameworks assign their highest possible grade to the body of evidence with the exception of the framework by Tang and colleagues, which assigns a ''Grade 2B, Level 1 Possible.'' However, this grade is the result of our strict interpretation of the rule that only interventions with a relative risk (RR) of greater than two qualify as ''strong.'' If there is some flexibility with this strict cutoff, the rating would change to the highest grade of ''Grade 1 level 1 strong.'' For interventions involving community or lay health workers, we chose the outcome ''reduce morbidity in children under 5 years old compared to usual care'' as it seemed both to be an outcome very important to communities and to have enough studies to make a meta-analysis meaningful. With this intervention the various frameworks again generally rate the evidence as being of low or moderate quality with the exception of USCPSTF, which assigns the highest grade of ''strong.'' HASTE, on the other hand, would rate this same body of evidence as grade three ''insufficient,'' and GRADE also assigns it a ''low quality of evidence.'' Overall, Table 2 shows that for two of the three exemplars assessed, at least one framework resulted in an overall assessment that varied by at least two categories from one or more of the other frameworks when applied to the same evidence base (i.e., from ''A'' to ''C,'' or from ''strong'' to ''insufficient,'' etc.).
Summary Points
N Evidence-based decision-making is critical to informing policy in global health interventions and programs.
N Existing frameworks for evaluating evidence that were developed or recommended for community or public health decision-making vary in their criteria and application.
N We compared how different community or public health evidence frameworks assessed the same body of evidence for three advocated global health interventions and find there can be substantial differences in the rating of evidence, which could contribute to differences in policy recommendations.
N All current frameworks emphasize effectiveness, and have shortcomings on other important factors into policy decision-making such as costs, implementation issues, context, and sustainability.
N As global health policymakers move towards evidence-based approaches, we find a gap between what is currently available and the needs for an evidence framework appropriate for application to a global health setting in a low-and middle-income country context. More work is needed to either adapt one or more existing frameworks, or to develop an entirely new framework to meet the needs of policymakers and others responsible for implementing global health interventions. 
Discussion
We find that assessing the same body of evidence using existing public health frameworks yields somewhat to markedly different conclusions depending on the framework applied. Thus, in practice, if the current push towards evidence-based global health policy making includes adoption of an evidence framework (one key method for ensuring an ''evidencebased'' approach), the choice of framework for evaluating the evidence could potentially lead to different policy decisions, a potentially unintended consequence of the choice of framework. For example, had policymakers used the USCPSTF framework, they would have reached the conclusion that all three interventions were equally strong and supported. Conversely, had policymakers used the GRADE or HASTE framework, they would have concluded that the three interventions varied from ''insufficient'' or ''low quality'' to ''strong'' and ''high quality.'' Had six different policymakers been considering the same evidence on household water chlorination to reduce diarrheal outcomes and each used a different framework, they could have reached differing conclusions about the strength of support that ranged from grade ''C'' to grade ''B'' to ''possible'' to ''moderate quality'' to ''strong.'' Actual policy decisions will include other factors, such as feasibility, financial resources, and health systems capacity, but the current push for ''evidence-based'' decision-making makes the adoption of an evidence framework likely, and, therefore, the rating of evidence would likely be one important factor in decision-making.
Why should these frameworks differ in their conclusions? One possible reason is that they differ in whether and to what degree they deal with the following domains: (1) (5) whether the ease of implementing the intervention or program is taken into consideration; (6) total costs for the program or intervention; and (7) sustainability of the program or intervention, both cost-wise and programmatically. The USCPSTF, Australian NHMRC, the UK National Health Service (NHS) Health Development Agency, and GRADE have stricter rules for classifying the strength of evidence than the HASTE framework and the framework from Tang and colleagues, which allow for more individual interpretation. The Tang and colleagues framework, GRADE, the USCPSTF, and Australian NHMRC all make explicit a consideration of the magnitude of the benefits, while HASTE and the NHS Health Development Agency do not. Only the Australian NHMRC framework explicitly considers context, and only the HASTE framework includes a detailed assessment of implementation data, although context could be considered part of ''widely demonstrated'' in the Tang and colleagues framework and could be considered in the ''corroboration'' criterion in the NHS Health Development Agency Framework. The USCPSTF considers barriers to implementation in their evidence review but not as part of the overall assessment of the body of evidence. Costs and sustainability are not included routinely in any of the frameworks, although GRADE does have guidance on including cost as an outcome and on incorporating cost into the strength of the evidence [13, 19] , and the USCPSTF searches for cost information on recommended interventions. While it is likely that not all of these frameworks necessarily had as goals the assessment of information on costs, contexts, or implementation, it is important to note their absence because experts consider these to be crucial aspects of the assessment of evidence about global health interventions for policy decision-making. Their absence from the frameworks could be due to their original absence from the evidence base -that is, the published systematic reviews on the exemplars and the original articles included in those reviews, which also may not have had as their primary objective identifying evidence about implementation, cost, sustainability, etc. However, the absence of this kind of evidence from the reviews and the original articles included in them means that the evidence is also not generally available to policymakers who need to make decisions. This gap between the needs of health care policymakers and the research products of global health researchers is one that would likely need to be closed if global health policies are to be improved.
An additional cause for variability in the conclusions among different frameworks when assessing the same global health evidence may be variability in applying the individual frameworks themselves. When individual team members initially applied the frameworks to the evidence, they sometimes reached different conclusions, largely due to the need for individual interpretation of the criteria used in the frameworks. These differences were resolved in a consensus process, as is standard practice in most evidence-based medicine processes. Nevertheless, this situation raises the possibility of potentially poor inter-rater reliability within frameworks, which has also been observed with frameworks used to assess the risk of bias or strength of evidence for conventional medical therapies [20] [21] [22] . With our study design, it is not possible to estimate the relative contributions from these two potential contributing factors (the differences between frameworks in the domains to be considered and how they are scored versus poor inter-rater reliability) on our conclusions. However, we found that across raters, no initial grades differed by more than one category, whereas across systems we did find differences of two or more grades.
Although a similar exercise could have been undertaken with more than three exemplars, our initial choice of three proved sufficient to identify variability both within and across frameworks in how evidence is assessed. Moreover, additional exemplars will not change the identification of context, costs, and implementation data as important missing domains of these frameworks. We also recognize that our results may be sensitive to the composition of participants on our technical expert panel who provided input at each stage of this process, and further evaluation of these results with a wider group of stakeholders is warranted. However, these stakeholders' identification of a need for more data about implementation is consistent with the increasing recognition of the importance of implementation reporting in other health-related fields [6, 23, 24] . As global health policymakers move towards evidence-based approaches, our study reveals a gap between what is currently available and the needs for an evidence framework appropriate for application to a global health setting in a developing country context. More work is needed to either adapt one or more existing frameworks, or to develop an entirely new framework to meet stakeholders' needs. For example, Lewin and colleagues on the Task Force on Developing Health Systems Guidance of the World Health Organization recently described the beginnings of an adaptation of the GRADE framework [25] . Current frameworks for evaluating evidence on public health interventions have evolved from the clinical model where decision making is determined by rigorous systematic review of efficacy trials, usually based on data derived from RCTs that emphasize efficacy for the individual patient. Yet the evidence requirements for scaling up global health programs include three key elements: efficacy at the individual level, effectiveness at the population level, and sustainability at the host-country level. These evidence streams can often result from disparate research approaches, implying an additional set of needs when evaluating the evidence. A global health evidence evaluation framework must be systematic while being able to incorporate relevant information from studies on context or other details that are not traditionally reported in published findings from RCTs. We recommend that the global health community work to develop a framework or frameworks that can take into account evidence relevant to all three key elements needed for policy decision making, which can be applied with a reliability sufficient to give policymakers confidence that differences in ratings reflect differences in the underlying evidence. Such a framework could help to improve the flow of information between researchers and policymakers, as well as narrow the gap between them in terms of the questions they ask and the tools they utilize to answer them.
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